
Principles of Physical Chemistry  CHEM-C123         exam       22.10.2020   (start at 13:00) 

 

This home exam start at 13:00 and ends 16:30 or with special permit at 17:30. Your answers have to 

be returned to MyCourses (there are two folders with different deadlines).  The answers 

need to be in English.   

The filename (or files) need to have your name in it. Your name and student number should 
be in the file too. Most common file types, like .doc .pdf  are OK. The answers can be hand 
written and scanned but pay attention of the clarity of the output file. Photographs can be 
of poor quality or the files can be very large so try avoid them. If possible send a single file.  

You can use any material you find but do not copy it directly to the answers. The points will 
be reduced if I find direct copy form e.g. Wikipedia or the textbook.  

 

1) What is the reaction enthalpy in standard conditions and how you can compute it for a 

general reaction. What enthalpies are set to zero. Compute the reaction enthalpy of reaction 

H2O2(g) -> 2OH(g) at 297 K. What the reaction enthalpy would be at 700 K.    

 

2) Explain the ideal heat engine cycle (or Carnot machine). What is the efficiency of this cycle. 

What is the efficiency of Loviisa nuclear plant when the steam temperature is 260-295 oC 

and the seawater with temperature of 10 oC is used for cooling. Compare that to the 

efficiency of a diesel engine with combustion temperature of 900 K and cooling 370 K.  

 

3) The van der Waals equation of state parameters for N2 are a=1.37 dm6 bar /mol and 

b=0.0387 dm3/mol. What are the critical molar volume, temperature and pressure. Compute 

the compression factor at 200 K and 50, 100, 150 bar pressure. Repeat the same  calculation 

at 300 and 400 K. Comment the non-ideal behavior of N2. 

 

4) What is the reaction Gibbs energy in standard conditions and how you can compute it for a 

general reaction. How the reaction Gibbs energy is related to equilibrium coefficient. How 

you can estimate the Gibbs energy at other temperatures than room temperature.  

 

5) Below is the phase diagram of Sulphur (Figure 1). Explain the phase changes at 1 atm and at 

2x10-6 atm pressure when the system is heated. Does the system have a triple point and if it 

have one where it is. What can you say of the molar volumes differences of the liquid and 

solid phases. Comment of both solid phases. Which, the Rhombic or Monoclinic phase, have 

larger molar volume.   

 

6) Use a simple reaction A -> I -> P as an example and explain what are the reaction rates and 

reaction constants and write the reaction equations. What are first and second order 

reactions. How you know the reaction order.  

 



Figure 1

 


